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his small feet were sucked into black holes of sand? His lips were so 

dry with salt that the skin felt tight, drum-like. He could feel his heart

beat resonate through them. 

HE CHEWED HIS sandwich pensively. The sound of water painted 

him. A red-faced man carrying a sweaty white ice-box dragged his feet 

through the beach and called Creamsicles Fudgesicles cold Italian ices 

with a voice as gritty and dryas the sand while the seagulls grazed and 

rejected cigarette butts and peanut shells gone spongy. Everything was 

beautiful. 

TH E JELLY FI SH WERE beautiful. He was beautiful, too, because his 

body was brand new and it still belonged to him. His flesh was the 

only thing holding him in. He was as exposed as the jellyfish, but he 

had no idea what it meant to be exposed. He had no idea that he had 

no idea. He had never heard of Darwin, he already knew that he was 

part fish. He watched the water absently, teasing its foamy apron with 

his toes, and there was nothing he did not understand. 
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The Pain Scale 

EULA BISS 

"The essay, with its tremendous capacity for facts and figures, is 

capable ofoffering us a meaningful arrangement ofinformation," 

says Eula Biss. "In my experience, there is plenty ofinformation in 

the world, but very little sense made ofit." 

In "The Pain Scale," which first appeared in Seneca Review, 

Biss arranges her experience with chronic pain along the ten-point 

scale by which pain is commonly assessed-as it turns out, a decep

tively simple structure. 

o • 
No Pain 

The concept of Christ is considerably older than the concept of 

zero. Both are problematic-both have their fallacies and their 

immaculate conceptions. But the problem of zero troubles me signif

icantly more than the problem of Christ. 
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I AM SIT TIN G in the exam room of a hospital entertaining the idea 

that absolutely no pain is not possible. Despite the commercials, I sus

pect that pain cannot be eliminated. And this may be the fallacy on 

which we have based all our calculations and all our excesses. All our 

sins are for zero. 

ZERO IS NOT a number. Or at least it does not behave like a num

ber. It does not add, subtract, or multiply like other numbers. Zero is 

a number in the way that Christ was a man. 

ARISTOTLE, FOR ONE, did not believe in Zero. 

IF NO PAl N is possible, then, another question-is no pain desir

able? Does the absence of pain equal theabsence of everything? 

SOME VERY complicated mathematical problems cannot be solved 

without the concept of zero. But zero makes some very simple prob

lems impossible to solve. For example, the value of zero divided by 

zero is unknown. 

I AM NOT a mathematician. I am sitting in a hospital trying to meas

ure my pain on a scale from zero to ten. For this purpose, I need a zero. 

A scale of any sort needs fIxed points. 

THE UPPER FIXED point on the Fahrenheit scale, ninety-six, is 

based on a slightly inaccurate measure of normal body temperature. 

The Pain Seale 

The lower fIxed point, zero, is the coldest temperature at which a mix

ture of salt and water can still remain liquid. I myself am a mixture of 

salt and water. I strive to remain liquid. 

ZERO, ON THE Celsius scale, is the point at which water freezes. And 

one hundred is the point at which water boils. But Anders Celsius, 

who introduced the scale in 1741, originally fIxed zero as the point at 

which water boiled, and one hundred as the point at which water 

froze. These fIxed points were reversed only after his death. 

THE DEEPEST CIRCLE of Dante's Inferno does not burn. It is 

frozen. In his last glimpse of Hell, Dante looks back and sees Satan 

upside down through the ice. 
',' 

TH ERE IS ONLY one flXed point on the Kelvin scale-:-absolute zero. 

Absolute zero is 273 degrees Celsius colder than the temperature at 

which water freezes. There are zeroes beneath zeroes. Absolute zero is 

the temperature at which molecules and atoms are moving as slowly 

as possible. But even at absolute zero, their motion does not stop com

pletely. Even the absolute is not absolute. This is comforting, but it 

does not give me faith in zero. 

AT NIG HT, I ice my pain. My mind descends into a strange sinking 

calm. Any number multiplied by zero is zero. And so with ice and me. 

I am nullifIed. I wake up to melted ice and the warm throb of my pain 

returning. 
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G RAB A CHI CKEN by its neck or body-it squawks and flaps and 

pecks and thrashes like mad. But grab a chicken by its feet and turn it 

upside down, and it just hangs there blinking in a waking trance. 

Zeroed. My mother and I once hung the chickens like this on the barn 

door for their necks to be slit. I like to imagine that a chicken at zero 

feels no pain. 

1 

Where does pain worth measuring begin? With a hangnail? With a 

stubbed toe? A sore throat? A needle prick? A razor cut? 

My FATHER IS a physician. He treats patients with cancer, who 

often suffer extreme pain. My father raised me to believe that most 

pain is minor. He was never impressed by my bleeding cuts or even my 

weeping sores. In retrospect, neither am 1. 

My FAT HER 0 NCE told me that an itch is just very mild pain. Both 
:111: sensations simply signal, he told me, irritated or damaged tissue. 

BUT A NASTY itch, I observed, can be much more excruciating than 

a paper cut, which is also mild pain. Digging at an itch until it bleeds 

and is transformed into pure pain can bring a kind of relief. 

WHEN I COMPLAINED of pain as a child, my father would ask, 

«What kind of pain?" Wearily, he would list for me some of the differ

ent kinds of pain, «Burning, stabbing, throbbing, prickling, dull, 

sharp, deep, shallow...." 

The Pain Scale 

HOSPl CE NU RSES ARE trained to identify five types of pain: phys

ical, emotional, spiritual, social, and financial. 

THE PAIN OF feeling, the pain of caring, the pain of doubting, the 

pain of parting, the pain of paying. 

BUT THE NTH ERE is also the pain of longing, the pain of desire, the 

pain of sore muscles, which I find pleasurable.... 

THE PAl N 0 F learning, and the pain of reading. 

THE PAIN OF trying. 

THE PAIN OF living. 

THERE IS A mathematical proof that zero equals one. Which, of 

course, it doesn't. 

• 2 

The set of whole numbers is also known as «God's numbers." 

TH E DE V ILIS in the fractions. 
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ALTHO UGH TH E DI STA NCE between one and two is finite, it con

tains infinite fractions. This could also be said of the distance between 

my mind and my body. My one and my two. My whole and its parts. 

THE SENSATIONS OF my own body may be the only subject on 

which I am qualified to claim expertise. Sad and terrible, then, how lit

tle I mow. "How do you feel?" the doctor asks, and I cannot answer. 

Not accurately. "Does this hurt?" he asks. Again, I'm not sure. "Do you 

have more or less pain than the last time I saw you?" Hard to say. I 

begin to lie to protect my reputation. I try to act certain. 

THE PHYSICAL THERAPIST raises my arm above my head. "Any 

pain with this?" she asks. Does she mean any pain in addition to the 

pain I already feel, or does she mean any pain at all? She is annoyed by 

my question. "Does this cause you pain?" she asks curtly. No. She 

bends my neck forward. "Any pain with this?" No. "Any pain with 

this?" No. It feels like a lie every time. 

ON 0 CCAS ION, AN extraordinary pain swells like a wave under the 

hands of the doctor, or the chiropractor, or the massage therapist, and 

floods my body. Sometimes I hear my throat make a sound. Some

times I see spots. I consider this the pain of treatment, and I have come 

to find it deeply pleasurable. I long for it. 

THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION for the Study of Pain is 

very clear on this point-pain must be unpleasant. "Experiences 

which resemble pain but are not unpleasant:' reads their definition of 

pain, "should not be called pain." 

J 

The Pain Scale 

IN TH E SECOND circle ofDante's Inferno, the adulterous lovers cling 

to each other, whirling eternally, caught in an endless wind. My next

door neighbor, who loves Chagall, does not think this sounds like 

Hell. I think it depends on the wind. 

WIN D, LIKE PAIN, is difficult to capture. The poor wind sock is 

always striving, and always falling short. 

IT TO 0 K SA ILaRS more than two hundred years to develop a stan

dardized numerical scale for the measure of wind. The result, the 

Beaufort scale, provides twelve categories for everything from "Calm" 

to "Hurricane." The scale offers not just a number, but a term for the 
'.'wind, a range of speed, and a brief description. 

A FORCE 2 wind on the Beaufort scale, for example, is a "Light 

Breeze" moving between four and seven miles per hour. On land, it is 

specified as "wind felt on face; leaves rustle; ordinary vanes moved 

by wind." 

3 • 
Left alone in the exam room I stare at the pain scale, a simple num

ber line complicated by only two phrases. Under zero: "no pain." 

Under ten: "the worst pain imaginable." 

TH E WO RST PA IN imaginable.... Skinned alive? Impaled with 

hundreds of nails? Dragged over gravel behind a fast truck? 
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DETERMINING THE INTENSITY of my own pain is a blind calcu

lation. On my first attempt, I assigned the value of ten to a theoretical 

experience-burning alive. Then I tried to determine what percentage 

of the pain of burning alive I was feeling. 

I C H0 SET HI RTY percent-three. Which seemed, at the time, quite 

substantial. 

T HREE. M AIL REM AINS unopened. Thoughts are rarely followed 

to their conclusions. Sitting still becomes unbearable after one hour. 

Nausea sets in. Quiet desperation descends. 

"THREE IS NOTHING," my father tells me now. "Three is go home 

and take two aspirin." 

IT WO ULD BE helpful, I tell him, if that could be noted on the scale. 

THE FOUR VITAL signs used to determine the health of a patient 

are blood pressure, temperature, breath, and pulse. Recently, it has 

been suggested that pain be considered a fifth vital sign. But pain pres

ents a unique problem in terms of measurement, and a unique cruelty 

in terms of suffering-it is entirely subjective. 

ASSIGNING A VALUE to my own pain has never ceased to feel like 

a political act. I am a citizen of a country that ranks our comfort above 

The Pain Scale 

any other concern. People suffer, I know, so that I may eat bananas in 

February. And then there is history.... I struggle to consider my pain 

in proportion to the pain of a napalmed Vietnamese girl whose skin is 

slowly melting off as she walks naked in the sun. This exercise itself is 

painful. 

"You ARE NOT meant to be rating world suffering;' my friend 

in Honduras advises. "This scale applies only to you and your 
experience." 

AT FIRST, THIS thought is tremendously relieving. It unburdens 

me of factoring the continent ofAfrica into my calculations. But I hate 

the knowledge that I am isolated in this skin-alone with my pain and 

my own fallibility. '.' 

4 

The Wong-Baker Faces scale was developed to help young children 
rate their pain. 
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No Hurt Hum Hum Hurts Hurts Hum 
little Bit little More Even More Whole lot Worst 

The face I remember, always, was on the front page of a local news

paper in an Arizona gas station. The man's face was horrifyingly dis
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torted in an open-mouthed cry of raw pain. His house, the caption 

explained, had just been destroyed in a wildfire. But the man himself, 

the article revealed, had not been hurt. 

SEVERAL STU 01 ES HAV E suggested that children using the Wong

Baker scale tend to conflate emotional pain and physical pain. A child 

who is not in physical pain but is very frightened of surgery, for 

example, might choose the crying face. One researcher observed that 

"hurting" and "feeling" seemed to be synonymous to some children. 

I myself am puzzled by the distinction at times. And, after all, pain is 

defined as a "sensory and emotional experience." In an attempt to rate 

only the physical pain of children, a more emotionally "neutral" scale 

was developed. 

~@ffjf!J®® \;;
 
A group of adult patients favored the Wong-Baker scale in a study 

comparing several different types of pain scales. The patients were 

asked to identify the easiest scale to use by rating all the scales on a 

scale from zero: "not easy" to six: "easiest ever seen:' The patients were 

then asked to rate how well the scales represented pain on a scale from 

zero: "not good" to six: "best ever seen:' The patients were not invited 

to rate the experience of rating. 

1STARE AT a newspaper photo of an Israeli boy with a bloodstained 

cloth wrapped around his forehead. His face is impassive. 

The Pain Scale 75 

I STARE AT a newspaper photo of an Iraqi prisoner standing deli

cately balanced with electrodes attached to his body, his head covered 
with a hood. 

No PACE, NO pain? 

A CRY I N G B A BY, to me, always seems to be in the worst pain imag

inable. But when my aunt became a nurse twenty-five years ago, it was 

not unusual for surgery to be done on infants without any pain med

ication. Babies, it was believed, did not have the fully developed.nerv

ous systems necessary to feel pain. Medical evidence that infants 

experience pain in response to anything that would cause an adult 

pain has only recently emerged. 
I 

THERE IS NO evidence of pain on my body. No marks. No swelling. 

No terrible tumor. The X-rays revealed nothing. Two MRIs of my 

brain and spine revealed nothing. Nothing was infected and festering, 

as I had suspected and feared. There was no ghastly huge white cloud 

on the film. There was nothing to illustrate my pain except a number, 

which I was told to choose from between zero and ten. My proof. 

5 • 
"The problem with scales from zero to ten," my father tells me, "is 

the tyranny of the mean." 

OVERWHELMINGLY, PATIENTS tend to rate their pain as a five, 

unless they are in excruciating pain. At best, this renders the scale far 
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less sensitive to gradations in pain. At worst, it renders the scale 

useless. 

I UNO ERSTAN 0 THE desire to be average only when I am in pain. 

To be normal is to be okay in a fundamental way-to be chosen 

numerically by God. 

W HEN I CO UL0 no longer sleep at night because of my pain, my 

father reminded me that a great many people suffer from both insom

nia and pain. "In fact," he told me, "neck and back pain is so common 

that it is a diche-a pain in the neckl" 

THE FA CT THAT 50 million Americans suffer from chronic pain does 

not comfort me. Rather, it confounds me. "This is not normal," I keep 

thinking. A thought invariably followed by a doubt, "Is this normal?" 

THE 0 1ST INC T10 N between test results that are normal or abnor

mal is often determined by how far the results deviate from the mean. 

My X-rays did not reveal a cause for my pain, but they did reveal an 

abnormality. "See this," the doctor pointed to the string of vertebrae 

hanging down from the base of my skull like a loose line finding 

plumb. "Your spine," he told me, "is abnormally straight." 

6 

A force 6 wind on the Beaufort scale, a "Strong Breeze," is charac

terized by "large branches in motion; telegraph wires whistle; umbrel

las used with difficulty." 

The Pa'lI Scale 

A CENTURY before preliminary scales were developed to OVER 

~ 

quantify the wind, serious efforts were made to produce an accurate 

map of Hell. Infernal cartography was considered an important 

undertaking for the architects and mathematicians of the Renais

sance, who based their calculations on the distances and proportions 

described by Dante. The exact depth and circumference of Hell 

inspired intense debates, despite the fact that all calculations, no mat

ter how sophisticated, were based on a work of fiction. 

GALILEO GALl LEI delivered extensive lectures on the mapping of 

Hell. He applied recent advances in geometry to determine the exact 

location of the entrance to the underworld and then figured the 

dimensions that would be necessary to maintain the structural 
integrity of Hell's interior. " 

IT WA S THE age of the golden rectangle-the divin"e proportion. 

Mathematics revealed God's plan. But the very use of numbers 

required a religious faith, because one could drop off the edge of the 

earth at any point. The boundaries of the maps at that time faded into 
oceans full of monsters. 

IMAG I NATI ON I S treacherous. It erases distant continents, it builds 

Hell so real that the ceiling is vulnerable to collapse. 

10 BE SAFE, I think I should only map my pain in proportion to 

pain I have already felt. But my nerves have short memories. My mind 

remembers crashing my bicycle as a teenager, but my body does not. I 
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cannot seem to conjure the sensation of lost skin without actually los TH E PA INS C A LE measures only the intensity of pain, not the dura

ing skin. My nerves cannot, or will not, imagine past pain-and this, tion. This may be its greatest flaw. A measure of pain, I believe, 

I think, is for the best. Nerves simply register, they do not invent. requires at least two dimensions. The suffering of Hell is terrifying not 

because of any specific torture, but because it is eternal. 

BUT AFTER A year of pain, I realized that I could no longer remem


ber what it felt like not to be in pain. I was left anchorless. For a while, THE SQUARE ROOT of seven results in a decimal that repeats ran


I tended to think of the time before the pain as easier and brighter, but domly into infinity. The exact figure cannot be known, only a close
 

then I began to suspect myself of fantasy and nostalgia. approximation. Rounding a number to the nearest significant figure
 

is a tool designed for the purpose of making measurements. The prac


ticality of rounding is something my mind can fully embrace. No
 
measurement is ever exact, of course.
EVENTUALLY, I discovered that with some effort I could imagine 

the sensation of pain as heat, which brought a kind of relief. 

SEVEN IS THE largest prime number between zero and ten. Out of 

PERHAPS, WITH A stronger mind, I could imagine the heat as all the numbers, the very largest primes are unknown. Still, every year, 

warmth, and then the warmth as nothing at all. the largest known prime is larger. Euclid proved the number ofprimes 

to be infinite, but the infinity of primes may be slightly smaller than 

the infinity of the rest of the numbers. It is here, exactly at this point, 
7 ..• that my ability to comprehend begins to fail. 

I accidentally left a burner on the stove going for two and a half
 

days-a small blue flame, burning, burning, burning.... The duration
 • 8 .. 
terrified me. How incredibly dangerous, so many hours of fire. 

Although all the numbers follow each other in a predictable line, 
many unknown quantities exist. 

W HEN I CRY from it, I cry over the idea of it lasting forever, not over 

the pain itself. The psychologist, in her rational way, suggests that I do 

not let myself imagine it lasting forever. "Choose an amount of time EXPERTS DO NOT know why some pain resolves and other pain 

that you know you can endure," she suggests, "and then challenge becomes chronic. One theory is that the body begins to react to its 

yourself only to make it through that time:' I make it through the Own reaction, trapping itself in a cycle of its own pain response. This 

can go on indefinitely, twisting like the figure eight of infinity.night, and then sob through half the morning. 
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My FATHER TELLS me that when he broke his collarbone it didn't 

hurt. I would like to believe this, but I am suspicious of my father's 

assessment of his own pain. 

THE PROBLEM WITH pain is that I cannot feel my father's, and he 

cannot feel mine. This, I suppose, is also the essential mercy of pain. 

SEVE RAL REC ENT studies have suggested that women feel pain dif

ferently than men. Further studies have suggested that pain medica

tions act differently on women than they do on men. 1am suspicious 

of these studies, so favored by Newsweek, and so heaped upon waiting 

room tables. 1 dislike the idea that our flesh is so essentially unique 

that it does not even register pain as a man's flesh does-a fact that 

renders our bodies, again, objects of supreme mystery. 

BUT 1 AM comforted, oddly, by the possibility that you cannot 

compare my pain to yours. And, for that reason, cannot prove it 

insignificant. 

THE MEDICAL definition of pain specifies the "presence or poten

tial of tissue damage." Pain that does not signal tissue damage is not, 

technically, pain. 

"TH ISIS A pathology:' the doctor assured me when he informed me 

that there was no definitive cause of my pain, no effective treatment 

for it, and very probably no end to it. "This is not in your head." 

The Pain Scale 

IT WOULD NOT have Occurred to me to think that I was imagining 

the pain. But the longer the pain persisted, and the harder it became 

for me to imagine what it was like not to be in pain, the more seriously 

I considered the disturbing possibility that perhaps I was not, in fact, 
in pain. 

ANOTHER THEORY OF chronic pain is that it is a faulty message 

sent by malfunctioning nerves. "For example," the Mayo Clinic sug

gests, "your pain could be similar to the phantom pain some 
amputees feel in their amputated limbs." 

I WALKED 0 UT of a lecture on chronic pain after too many repeti

tions of the phrase, "We have reason to believe that you are in pain, 

even if there is no physical evidence of your pain." I had not realized 'i· 
that the fact that 1 believed myself to be in pain was not reason 
enough. 

REASON to believe in infinity, but everything we know 

.. 9 • 
"I have a very high pain threshold," my mother mentions casually. 

This is undoubtedly true. I stand by uselessly and cover my ears as my 

mother, a very small woman, lifts the blunt end of a pick axe over her 

head and slams it down on a metal pipe she is driving into the frozen 
ground. 
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"I B REATHE, I have a heartbeat, I have pain .. :' I repeat to myself as 

I lie in bed at night. I am striving to adopt the pain as a vital sensation. 

My mother, I am sure, mastered this exercise long ago. 

ON CE, FOR A study of chronic pain, I was asked to rate not just my 

pain, but also my suffering. I rated my pain as a three. Having been 

sleepless'for nearly a week, I rated my suffering as a seven. 

"PA IN 1ST HE hurt, either physical or emotional, that we experi

ence:' writes the Reverend James Chase. "Suffering is the story we tell 

ourselves of our pain." 

YE S, SUFFER INGIS the story we tell ourselves. 

"IF WE COME to the point where we have no place for suffering:' 

Reverend Chase writes, "to what lengths will we go to eradicate it? Will 

we go so far as to inflict suffering to end it?" 

CH RISTIANITY IS NOT mine. I do not know it and I cannot claim 

it. But I have seen the sacred heart ringed with thorns, the gaping 

wound in Christ's side, the weeping virgin, the blood, the nails, the 

cross to bear. ... Pain is holy, I understand. Suffering is divine. 

IN MY WORST pain, I can remember thinking, "This is not beauti

fuL" I can remember being disgusted by the very idea. 

83 

BUT IN MY worst pain, I also found myself secretl~erishing the 

phrase, "This too shall pass." The longer the pain lasted, the more 

beautiful and impossible and absolutely holy this phrase became. 

~ 10 
The Worst Pain Imaginable 

Through a failure of my imagination, or of myself, I have discov

ered that the pain I am in is always the worst pain imaginable. 

BUT I WOULD like to believe that there is an upper limit to pain. 

That there is a maximum intensity nerves can register. 

THERE IS NO tenth circle to Dante's Hell. 

THE DIGIT TEN depends on the digit zero, in our current number 

system. In 1994 Robert Forslund developed an Alternative Number 

System. "This system," he wrote with triumph, "eliminates the need 

for the digit zero, and hence all digits behave the same." 

«0 NE 0 F THE functions of the pain scale:' my father explains, "i.s to 

protect doctors-to spare them some emotional pain. Hearing some

One describe their pain as a ten is much easier than hearing them 

describe it as a hot poker driven through their eyeball into their brain." 

A B ETTER SCALE, my father thinks, might rate what patients would 

be willing to do to relieve their pain. "Would you," he suggests, "visit 
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five specialists and take three prescription narcotics?" I laugh because 

I have done just that. "Would you;' I offer, "give up a limb?" I would 

not. "Would you surrender your sense of sight for the next ten years?" 

my father asks. I would not. "Would you accept a shorter life span?" I 

might. We are laughing, having fun with this game. But later, reading 

statements collected by the American Pain Foundation, I am alarmed 

by the number of references to suicide. 

THE DES C RIP T ION 0 F hurricane force winds on the Beaufort scale 

is simply, "devastation occurs." 

BRINGING us, of course, back to zero. 

Full Gospel 

J. D. SCHRAFFENBERGER 

"A poem is more likely to take a snapshot of the world, but nonfic

tion keeps the camera rolling, resists the urge to say Cut!" says 

]. D. Schraffenberger. '~s Fellini said of cinema, 'Nessun altro 

mestiere consente di creare un mondo che assomiglia COS1 da 

vicino a quello che conosci,' No other literary form, for my money, 

allows you to create a world that comes so close to the one we 

know." 

This essay first appeared in Brevity, an online journal ofconcise 

nonfiction. 

1. 

W hat I see as a child on my way to church with my grandparents: 

dead barns, CHEW MAIL POUCH TOBACCO faded into the 

gray wood. Also: Southern Indiana hills, knobs, knolls, ancient ripples 

where glaciers halted at the Ohio. What I see at my grandparents' 

church: an Appalachian diaspora. Millions fled the mountains mid
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